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Performance



Cortina Wind-Jersey Classica Jersey

Perfect fusion of an all-around Sportwool lightweight jersey and a wind-proof gilet, the Cortina is one of our most 
versatile garments ever. A front panel of super stretch C-change Swiss membrane is laminated rather than simply 

stitched on top of an outer layer of durable Nylon 6/6 and underneath a pure Merino wool lining for maximum protection 
from the elements and improved breathability. Oversized 3M stripes wrap both side panels for maximum visibility. A total 

of four pockets maximize storage capacity. Entirely made in Italy from Danish and Swiss fabric.

What’s best about Sportwool™ Merino blend is its ability to dissipate vapor sweat before it condenses so that no 
“moisture-management” is needed. At same time it’s insulating when temperatures drop to adapt to a wider range of 

weather conditions than any other fabric. De Marchi has been the earliest adopter of Sportwool™ fabric since the early 
nineties and this new iteration of the popular Wool blend is lighter, softer and more quick drying than ever. Entirely made 

in Italy from Danish fabric.

SSMC012 SSMC013
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Women’s Classica Jersey

What’s best about Sportwool™ Merino blend is its ability to dissipate vapor sweat before it condenses so that no 
“moisture-management” is needed. At same time it’s insulating when temperatures drop to adapt to a wider range of 

weather conditions than any other fabric. De Marchi has been the earliest adopter of Sportwool™ fabric since the early 
nineties and this new iteration of the popular Wool blend is lighter, softer and more quick drying than ever. Entirely made 

in Italy from Danish fabric.

Made from a fabric weighting less than 100 grams per meter, the Leggera is the perfect hot weather jersey. Super light, 
non-sublimated microfiber polyamide is soft next to the skin and naturally odor-repellant. Designed to fit on the bike 

position, the Leggera features raglan sleeves for maximum freedom of movement. Ideal for warm to hot Summer training.

SSMC013W SSMC010
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Veloce Jersey

Perfect for hot and humid Summer weather, the Superleggera Jersey features a radically different construction with 
different fabrics that are meant to perform when the heat is on.

The front of the jersey is made of lightweight Coolmax™ fabric that dries way faster than conventional polyester while 
the back features a specially perforated lightweight microfiber for enhanced airflow. Finally, the sleeves are crafted from 
a special super lightweight mesh that provides superior ventilation and UPF 40 sun protection. Made in Italy from Italian 

materials.
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Women’s Aria Jersey

Perfect for hot and humid Summer weather, the Superleggera Jersey features a radically different construction with 
different fabrics that are meant to perform when the heat is on.

The front of the jersey is made of lightweight Coolmax™ fabric that dries way faster than conventional polyester while 
the back features a specially perforated lightweight microfiber for enhanced airflow. Finally, the sleeves are crafted from 
a special super lightweight mesh that provides superior ventilation and UPF 40 sun protection. Made in Italy from Italian 

materials.

SSMC014W

Performance

Women’s Collection

Perfecto Plus Bib Short

The new Perfecto Plus is our most comfortable short ever. Our proprietary new cut provides selective compression on 
key muscle groups through 3D anatomic modeling and differentiated materials which follow the leg movements in all 

phases of pedaling. Oversized 3M reflective offers 360 visibility. Designed specifically for our Perfecto bib, the proprietary 
CRM-PLUS 2019 Chamois is made by Elastic Interface exclusively for De Marchi and allows longer time on the saddle 

thanks to a true anatomic shape, innovative floating technology, super high-density foams plus an additional ischiatic 
protection element on top and a center channel that relieves pressure from arteries to support the prostate. Made in Italy 

from Italian materials.

SSSB004
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Perfecto Trail Bib ShortPerfecto Light Bib Short

An all-roads short designed to change the way you dress on the bike, our Perfecto Trail features oversized side pockets 
allowing you to wear a top without pockets. De Marchi’s proprietary Perfecto design provides selective compression on 
key muscle groups through 3D anatomic modeling plus differentiated materials which follow the leg movements in all 
phases of pedaling. Made of a rich but lightweight fabric for all-day performance and easy care, the Perfecto Trail is 
entirely water-repellant. Distinctive 3M white reflective leg grippers offers 360 visibility. Designed specifically for our 

Perfecto bib, the proprietary CRM-PLUS 2019 Chamois is made by Elastic Interface exclusively for De Marchi and allows 
longer time on the saddle thanks to a true anatomic shape, innovative floating technology, super high-density foams plus 
an additional ischiatic protection element on top and a center channel that relieves pressure from arteries to support the 

prostate. Made in Italy from Italian materials.

Lighter iteration of our most comfortable short ever the Perfecto Light is designed for hot Summer thanks to lighter 
fabrics  which save approximately 30% in weight and provides selective compression on key muscle groups through 3D 
anatomic modeling plus differentiated materials which follow the leg movements in all phases of pedaling. Distinctive 

3M white reflective leg grippers offers 360 visibility. Designed specifically for our Perfecto bib, the proprietary CRM-LIGHT 
2019 Chamois is made by Elastic Interface exclusively for De Marchi and allows longer time on the saddle thanks to a 

true anatomic shape, innovative floating technology, specially perforated super high-density foams and a center channel 
that relieves pressure from arteries to support the prostate. Made in Italy from Italian materials.

SSSB006SSSB005
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Women’s Perfecto Bib Short

Our first ever Perfecto specifically designed for a female anatomy, the Women’s Perfecto sets a new standard in 
women’s performance wear thanks to our iconic cut that provides selective compression on key muscle groups through 

3D anatomic modeling and differentiated materials which follow the leg movements in all phases of pedaling. The 
WRM Chamois is made by Elastic Interface exclusively for De Marchi and allows longer time on the saddle thanks to its 
anatomic shape, innovative floating technology and specially perforated super high-density foams plus bacteria-static 

construction. Made in Italy from Italian materials.

SSSB007W

Performance

Women’s Collection

Classico Gilet

Made of Schoeller C-Change Swiss Fabric, which incorporates a climate membrane the Classico Gilet is totally windproof, 
highly water-resistant and breathable by reacting to changing temperatures and activities. When exposed to heat and 
moisture the membrane opens for extreme breathability. Conversely, when exposed to cold the membrane constricts for 

maximum wind protection and insulation. Cut close to the body, comfortable on training rides, sleek enough for race day, 
and versatile enough to wear off the bike. Military-grade injection-molded YKK is one of the lightest and most durable 

zippers available today. The performance attributes of this garment alone make it exceptional. The hand feel of the 
fabric, overall construction and fit put it in a category of its own. Made in Italy from Swiss materials.

SSKV002
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Classico Jacket Merino Base Layer

Made of Schoeller C-Change Swiss Fabric, which incorporates a climate membrane the Classico Jacket is totally 
windproof, highly water-resistant and breathable by reacting to changing temperatures and activities. When exposed 
to heat and moisture the membrane opens for extreme breathability. Conversely, when exposed to cold the membrane 

constricts for maximum wind protection and insulation. Cut close to the body, comfortable on training rides, sleek enough 
for race day, and versatile enough to wear off the bike. Military-grade injection-molded YKK is one of the lightest and 

most durable zippers available today. The Classico Jacket is built with a minimalist approach to design, exceptional fit, 
and advanced components to withstand abuse without feeling like it. Made in Italy from Swiss materials.

Made of superfine new wool, the Merino base layer is naturally bacteria-static and odor resistant thanks to wool’s unique 
ability to dissipate vapor sweat rather than “managing moisture”. Designed to fit close, it features raglan sleeve design 

and flat-locked stitchings. Made in Italy of 100% pure wool.

SSJT003 SSMI003
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Leggeri Arm Screens Classico Cap

Discreet and lightweight, the Leggeri arm screens are specifically designed to protect the arms from UV rays during summer 
rides on hot weather. Made of lightweight Lycra fabric, they feature built-in SPF protection (50) and high visibility reflective 

logos.

Made in Italy from lightweight cotton with a water resistant finish, the Classico cap features a modern design to fit under 
a helmet and is the furthest thing from promotional caps but rather an essential piece for any cyclist. Elastic fastener. 

High wicking, anti-bacterial tape.

SSAW002 SSCAP003

Black White

Superleggero Sock Leggero Glove

SSSO005 SSGC003

Designed for hot and humid conditions, our Superleggero  Sock features an open mesh construction for maximum 
breathability. A special yarn feels very soft against the skin and is extremely wicking, improving moisture absorption. The 
footbed also has a soft finish for comfort, while handlocked seams and flat-lock stitching throughout ensure the socks 
won’t chafe, no matter how hard or hot the ride. Slightly higher cuff length compared to regular cycling socks. Made in 

Italy from Italian materials.

A high performance cycling glove for warm weather featuring hi-tech materials and classic style, the Leggero is our best 
technical glove so far. Entirely made in Italy from Italian materials, is built with a minimalist approach to design and an 
exceptional fit. The combination of Lycra and open mesh allow for ventilation and quick drying plus the microfiber palm 

provides perfect grip and minimal bulk. Mesh on thumb and Velcro-free construction plus resistant tabs for easy on & off 
put it in a league of its own.

Black White

Black White Navy
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Deus Ex Machina



Deus Ex Machina Portals JerseyDeus Ex Machina The Harvard Jersey

Made of Merino wool blend for classic performance and easy care, the Deus jersey features zippered collar, 3 pockets and 
Cornely-type embroidered logos. Slim fit. Made in Italy from Italian materials in limited numbers.

Made of Merino wool blend for classic performance and easy care, the Deus jersey features zippered collar, 3 pockets and 
Cornely-type embroidered logos. Slim fit. Made in Italy from Italian materials in limited numbers.

DEUSPORTALSDEUSTHEHARVARD

Deus Ex MachinaDeus Ex Machina

GreenPurple
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Heritage

Unisex Collection

Heritage

Unisex Collection

Molteni Merino Jersey Faema 1970 Merino Jersey

Replicas of the Molteni jersey have literally flooded the market since the explosion of the retro craze and the truth is that 
not even one is legit: the Molteni family which owns the brand in fact never authorized them and, as a matter of fact, has 

already been after several counterfeiters through the years. Now, for the first time De Marchi is officially reissuing the 
iconic Molteni jersey made on hand-operated old school machines out of Merino wool blend with vintage zippers, Cornely-

type embroidery and real mother of pearl buttons in the original Almond color.

Official replica of the Faema team jersey worn by Eddy Merckx in 1970. Made in Italy from a special lightweight Merino 
blend for classic performance and easy care. Slim fit. YKK nickel-free vintage zippers. Cornely embroidery. Three classic 

cargo pockets with mother of pearl buttons.

MC70MOLTENI MC70FAEMA

Almond  White-Red
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Heritage

Unisex Collection

Heritage

Unisex Collection

Salvarani 1972 Merino Jersey

Authorized replica of the Salvarani team jersey worn by World Champion Felice Gimondi in 1972. Made in Italy from a 
special lightweight Merino blend for classic performance and easy care. Slim fit. YKK nickel-free vintage zippers. Cornely 

embroidery. Three classic cargo pockets with mother of pearl buttons.

MC72SALVARANI

Light blue

Bottecchia 1951 Merino Jersey

Authorized replica of the Bottecchia team jersey worn by World Champion Louison Bobet in 1951. Made in Italy from a 
special lightweight Merino blend for classic performance and easy care. Slim fit. Cornely embroidery. Five classic cargo 

pockets with mother of pearl buttons.

MC51BOTTECCHIA

Blue
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Heritage

Unisex Collection

Cinelli 1970 Merino Jersey

Authorized replica of the first Cinelli jersey made for the US market in 1970. Made in Italy from a special lightweight 
Merino blend for classic performance and easy care. Slim fit. YKK nickel-free vintage zippers. Cornely embroidery. Three 

classic cargo pockets with mother of pearl buttons.

MC70CINELLI

Gray

Heritage

Unisex Collection

Ghisallo Merino Jersey

Made to celebrate the famous Italian Cycling Museum of Ghisallo,  is crafted in Italy from a special lightweight Merino 
blend for classic performance and easy care. Slim fit. Three classic cargo pockets with mother of pearl buttons.

MC01GHISALLO

Black-White
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Heritage

Unisex Collection

Classic Merino Short

Made from Australian Merino with Lycra for modern performance and easy care, the Classic Merino short is a perfect 
replica of the first multi-panel cycling short from the mid seventies and features a genuine Elastic Interface insert for 

maximum comfort. Made in Italy.

SACLASSIC001

Black

Heritage

Unisex Collection

Zuava Knickers

Replica of the popular three-quarters trousers worn in the forties, the Zuava knickers have been updated with modern 
stretch corduroy from famous Italian mill Duca Visconti di Modrone and features buttoned cargo pockets, tonal 

embroidery, genuine bone buttons and contrasting bartacks. Made in Italy.

PACLASSIC001

Honey
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Heritage

Unisex Collection

Heritage

Unisex Collection

White

Classico Merino Sock Classico Silk Foulard

Classico Glove Classic pista shoe SR

Made in Italy from the finest lightweight merino, the Classic socks offers timeless, minimal style and modern 
performance thanks to Lycra and nylon content for compression and easy care.

Carefully crafted from 100% pure Italian silk, the lightweight foulard can substitute for a scarf in early Winter and 
Spring. Printed with vegetal, water-based ink.

Made in Italy.

SOCLASSIC001 FOCLASSIC001

GLCLASSIC001 SHOESDM02

State-of-the-art craftmanship and the best material available are what make our Leather Gloves  so special. Made 
with the highest grade Pittards cow leather, our Leather gloves are among the most stylish and comfortable ever made. 

Featuring reinforced palm and road specific padding plus adjustable closures and embossed logos.

Cycling leather shoe inspired by classic cycling shoes of the past and adapted for an everyday use. Perfect for commuting 
as well as walking, thanks to the semi-rigid Vibram sole. Available in black or brown. Entirely made in Italy.

BlackWhite

Brown BlackBrown
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